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Project details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total cost:</th>
<th>Topic(s):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EUR 3 894 297,20</td>
<td>HEALTH-2007-3.2-2 - Health systems and long term care of the elderly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EU contribution:</th>
<th>Funding scheme:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EUR 2 985 919</td>
<td>CP-FP - Small or medium-scale focused research project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coordinated in: Austria

Objective

The objective of this 3-year project is to construct and validate a general model to describe and analyse long-term care (LTC) systems for older people from a European perspective. The particular aspects of the different emerging national models that currently address long-term care needs in Europe will be used to show how the links to health care services, the quality of LTC services, the incentives for prevention and rehabilitation, and the support for informal carers can be governed and financed to enhance structures, processes and outcomes of LTC systems. Based on the assumption that LTC systems in Europe have only started to develop at the boundaries of health and social care, the project will focus on the elaboration of concepts, indicators and models for policies and practice at the interfaces and links between health systems and LTC. Good practice determinants will be identified and validated across countries. A European ‘state of the art’ model for describing and analysing long-term care provision will thus be constructed as an analytical toolbox that takes into account pathways of reform policies at any stage of a national LTC system’s development. The project outcome will guide policy analysis and design, permit comparison and will substantially broaden the scientific base that supports the Member States to better organise their health and LTC systems. It will also integrate the professional and the non-professional domain with inputs from a wide range of stakeholders by means of National Expert Panels and European-level Sounding Board Conferences. The project will be carried out by a consortium of 17 partners from universities, national and international research institutes with international and interdisciplinary expertise, also in cross-national research. The consortium represents 14 Member States covering different welfare regimes and geographical domains to allow for the regional and developmental, path-dependent differences to be addressed.
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Fax: +45 65 502035
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00271 HELSINKI
Finland

**Activity type:** Research Organisations

**Administrative contact:** Jaakko Penttinen
Tel.: +358 20 610 6003
Fax: +358 20 610 8582
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KASSELER STRASSE 1A
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Germany

**Activity type:** Private for-profit entities (excluding Higher or Secondary Education Establishments)

**Administrative contact:** Myriam Alfano
Tel.: +49 69 2648650
Fax: +49 69 26486519
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WISSENSCHAFTSZENTRUM BERLIN FUR SOZIALFORSCHUNG GMBH
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10785 BERLIN
Germany

**Activity type:** Research Organisations

**Administrative contact:** Reinhold Wagner
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Administrative contact: Tasos Mastroyiannakis
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UNIVERSITAT DE VALENCIA
AVENIDA BLASCO IBANEZ 13
46010 VALENCIA
Spain

EU contribution: EUR 95 880

Activity type: Higher or Secondary Education Establishments

Administrative contact: Angeles Sanchis
Tel.: +34 96 3983621
Fax: +34 96 3983809
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STUDIO COME SRL
VIA DEL GIUBA 9
00199 ROMA
Italy

EU contribution: EUR 85 169

Activity type: Private for-profit entities (excluding Higher or Secondary Education Establishments)

Administrative contact: Patrizia Di Santo
Tel.: +39 06 8541435
Fax: +39 06 85355281
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STICHTING VILANS
CATHARIJNESINGEL 47
3511 GC UTRECHT
Netherlands

EU contribution: EUR 284 798

Activity type: Research Organisations

Administrative contact: Froukje Post
Tel.: +31307892300
Fax: +31307892599
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INSTITUT PRE VYSKUM PRACE A RODINY
ZUPNE NAMESTIE 5-6
81241 BRATISLAVA
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UNIVERSITY OF KENT
THE REGISTRY CANTERBURY
CT2 7NZ CANTERBURY, KENT
United Kingdom

EU contribution: EUR 179 950
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Administrative contact: Juan-Manuel Vidal
Tel.: +44 1227 823256
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THE UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM
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United Kingdom
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